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1. INTRODUCTION 
THE AIM of this paper is to construct 
(i) a spectral sequence that converges trongly to the homotopy groups of the one point 
union X v Y of a pair of spaces X and Y, and whose E2 term depends only on the 
homotopy groups of X and Y and on the actions of the primary homotopy operations 
[25, XI] on these groups, and 
(ii) a generalization of(i) to a “van Kampen spectral sequence” that converges trongly 
to the homotopy groups of the homotopy direct limit [3, XII] of a diagram of pointed 
connected spaces. 
At the end of the paper we also discuss a related spectral sequence that converges 
strongly to the homotopy groups of the smash product X A Y of a pair of spaces X and Y. 
To give a more precise description of the E2 terms of the wedge spectral sequence and its 
generalization, we need to consider a category whose objects are modelled on the graded set 
of the homotopy groups of a space with action by the primary homotopy operations. Call 
such objects l-I-algebras (4.2), Then we can state 
1.1 THEOREM. There is a first quadrant spectral sequence EiSqr functorial in pointed 
connected C W complexes X and Y, converging strongly to the homotopy groups n,(X v Y) of 
the one point union of X and Y, and such that the columns of the E2 term have the following 
interpretation: 
(i) E2 ,,, ,=R,XLIK, Y is the coproduct of n,X and K., Y in the category of II- 
algebras, and 
(ii) Ei, * = a,XLI,z, Y is the value on the pair of l-l-algebras (n,X, R* Y) of the p-th 
derived functor in the sense of Quillen [19,20] of the coproduct functor. 
1.2 THEOREM. Let I be a small category. There is d first quadrant spectral sequence, 
functorial in I-diagrams X of pointed connected C W complexes Xi, i E I, that converges 
strongly to the homotopy groups n, holim X of the homotopy direct limit of &. The columns of 
the E2 term have the following intesation: 
(i) E2 _oS * =I&(+) is the direct limit of the I-diagram n& of II-algebras K&I’, and 
(ii) Ej. * =e,(n,X) is the value on the diagram of n-algebras n,x of the p-th derived 
functor of the direct limit functor. 
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1.3 Recovery of the van Kampen Theorem. The Et term of spectral sequence 1.1 for 
x*(X v Y) contains a single non-abelian group Ei, 1 in the lower left corner, and it is 
straightforward to demonstrate that fundamental group of the wedge 
x1(X v Y)=E,&=E;,,=n,X*qY 
is the coproduct of the fundamental groups of the spaces X and Y as the van Kampen 
theorem requires. 
From the spectral sequence 1.2 for rc* holim X we similarly recover that the fundamental 
group of a homotopy direct limit of pointedonnected spaces 
n,holin!X=E~,,=E~.,=limn,!! - 
is the direct limit of the fundamental groups of the spaces in the diagram. This includes the 
results of [6] and in particular the often used statement of the van Kampen theorem for a 
pushout. 
1.4 Extension of a Result of Hilton. Functoriality of homotopy groups implies that 
x,X @ n, Y is a direct summand in n&X v Y) for n 2 2. For sufficiently connected X and Y 
the remainder term was computed by Hilton [9] in the first dimension where it is non-trivial 
and up to extension in the second. Hilton’s result may be recovered, and indeed extended 
one dimension further, as the “corner” of the wedge spectral sequence 1.1. 
1.5 Remark. In 1.1-1.2 we lose some of the determinism of the classical van Kampen 
theorem in order to obtain an extension that considers higher homotopy groups specifi- 
cally. A different approach may be found in [4], [S] where other functors generalizing the 
fundamental group are defined and shown to preserve certain direct limits. 
1.6 On The Proof of 1.1. We describe our strategy for constructing the spectral sequence 
1.1 for the homotopy groups of a wedge of spaces. The key step is to produce a functorial 
“simplicial resolution by wedges of spheres” (2.4) of a pointed connected CW complexes X. 
This is a simplicial diagram V.X of pointed connected CW complexes and topological maps 
such that the associated simplicial diagram K, V.X of II-algebras is a “free simplicial 
resolution” (5.4) of the II-algebra X. Among other things, this means that each space VPX in 
the diagram has the homotopy type of a wedge of spheres, and that the homotopy type of X 
can be recovered as the realization (3.2) of V.X. 
Suppose X and Y are spaces with simplicial resolutions V.X and V. Y. Let V.X v V. Y 
denote the simplicial space that is obtained by applying the wedge functor in each 
dimension p to the spaces VPX and SY. Associated to this simplicial space is a first 
quadrant homotopy spectral sequence (3.4) analogous to the spectral sequence of a first 
quadrant bicomplex in homological algebra [17, XI 63. It is straightforward to show the 
convergence of this spectral sequence to the homotopy groups of X v Y and to identify the 
E2 term as derived functors. 
1.7 On The Proof of 1.2. To produce the van Kampen spectral sequence for the 
homotopy groups of a general homotopy direct limit it turns out that we cannot, in spite of 
functoriality, get away with resolving each space in the diagram separately. Once we have 
decided how to “resolve the whole diagram at once,” however, we can take the homotopy 
direct limit in every dimension and the spectral sequence of the resulting simplicial space 
has the desired properties. 
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1.8 A Variation for Smash Products. By proceeding as for the wedge spectral sequence 
but taking the smash rather than the wedge of the spaces V,X and Y, Y in each dimension of 
the simplicial resolutions for X and Y we obtain 
1.9 THEOREM. There is a jrst quadrant spectral sequence, functorial in pointed connected 
C W complexes X and Y, concerging strongly to the homotopy groups n,(X A Y) of the smash 
product of X and Y, and such that the columns of the E* term have thefollowing interpretation: 
(i) E* ,,. * = 7~* X 0 71, Y is the tensor product (7.3) of the l-l-algebras 7c.+ X and 71, Y, and 
(ii) Ei.* =x*X @,n, Y is the oalue on the pair of ll-algebras (x,X, IL,, Y) of the p-th 
derived functor of the tensor product functor. 
We remark that if spaces are compared to chain complexes and simplicial spaces to 
bicomplexes, then the derivation of theorem 1.9 resembles the derivation of the Kunneth 
spectral sequence in homological algebra [17, XII]. 
1.10 Organization of the Paper. The construction of the “simplicial resolution of a 
space by wedges of spheres” is given in section 2. In section 3 we set up the wedge spectral 
sequence 1.1 and show convergence. To interpret the E* term we need to discuss n-algebras 
and recall the machinery of derived functors. This is done in sections 4 and 5. The general 
van Kampen spectral sequence 1.2 is derived in section 6. We consider the variation for 
smash products in section 7 and conclude in an appendix with a discussion of the properties 
of the tensor product functor for n-algebras. 
2. SIMPLICIAL RESOLUTION OF A SPACE BY WEDGES OF SPHERES 
In this section we construct a natural simplicial diagram V.X (2.4) of spaces over X such 
that the associated simplicial n-algebra n, V.X is a “free simplicial resolution” (5.4) of the 
l&algebra n, X. 
2.1 Preliminaries. Let %‘““w; denote the category of connected CW complexes with 
basepoint. In what follows a space is an object of this category unless stated otherwise. 
By a simplicial space Y. we mean as usual [ 14,2.1] a collection { Y,>., O of spaces 
together with face and degeneracy maps 
dj: Y,-)Y,_,, sj: Y,+Y,+, 
defined for OIj<n and satisfying the simplicial identities 114, 1.11. 
A simplicial space Y. will be called cellular if each degeneracy map Sj: Y,+ Y,,, 1 of Y. 
includes Y, as a subcomplex of Y,,,. 
An augmentation of a simplicial space Y. by a space Y- 1 is a (face) map 
d,: Y,+Y_, 
such that d,d,, = d,d,: Y, + Y_ 1. 
With this terminology, the “simplicial resolution” we intend to produce for a space X is 
a certain cellular simplicial space V.X with augmentation by X. This simplicial space is 
generated by a cotriple (Y, E, /3) on the category of spaces. As the first step in defining this 
cotriple we describe 
2.2 The Functor Y. Let S” E %‘w* be the standard n-sphere, and let D”+l be the reduced 
cone on S”. Given a space X E%?S^W;, let YX be the pointed connected C W complex 
obtained as follows: 
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(i) take a wedge of spheres S; indexed by all positive integers n and all mapsf:S”+X, 
and 
(ii) whenever an indexing mapfis null homotopic, attach to the sphere ST a disk Di+’ 
for every null homotopy h: D”+ l-+X off: YX is thus a pushout 
v v n>1 hcHom(fJ”+‘.X,S~,S” + V nz 1 V 
p+1 
heHom(D”+*.XJ h 
1 1 
V PI21 ’ ,eHom(S”. X& l r& 
where the maps are the obvious ones induced by the inclusions S” 4 D”+ I. 
2.3 The Cotriple (Y, E, /I?). The construction Y is functorial and comes with two natural 
maps E: YX+X and jI: YX+@X. These are defined as follows on the subcomplexes ST 
and D;+’ out of which *YX is assembled: 
(i) E: YX+X sends S’J into X by the indexing mapfand D;+l into X by the indexing 
map h, and 
(ii) p: YX+*L’*X takes S; h omeomorphically to the copy of S” in Y2X that is indexed 
by the inclusion S;c; YX and takes D;+ l homeomorphically to the copy of D”+l in -Y*X 
that is indexed by the inclusion Di+ ’ G YX. 
It is easily verified that (V, E, /I) is a cotriple [IO], [8], i.e. that 
(sY)P=id=(Ye)P and (/3Y)j?=(Yp)p. 
2.4 The Simplicial Resolution. The cotriple (^Y, E, fi) produces by the standard method 
[lo, $21 a cellular simplicial space KX =( V,X, dj, sj) augmented by Y-,X=X such that 
Vx=llrp+‘x 
P 
for all ~20, and the face and degeneracy maps are given by 
for all OQlp. 
dj= Yje W’-j: V,X-+X and 
sj= YjpYp-j: v,x-+ VP, ,x 
We end this section with two key propositions (2.5 and 2.6) about KX. The first says, 
among other things, that each space VPX has the homotopy type of a wedge of spheres, and 
the second that each simplicial group n, KX has the homotopy type of the discrete group 
n,X. Together these two propositions will imply that x, KX is a free simplicial resolution of 
the II-algebra n,X in the sense of 5.4 below. 
2.5 PROPOSITION. Let X EGR-W, be a space. There exist contractible subcomplexes 
C, c VrX, p Z- 0, such that 
(i) For all ~20 the quotient V,X/C, is a bouquet of spheres of positive dimensions. 
(ii) SjCpE Cp, l for all degeneracy maps sj: VP+ VP+ ,X and all points C,E C,. 
(iii) For all Orjlp the map Sj: VP/C,-+ VPcl/CP+ 1 that is induced by sj is an inclusion of 
bouquets. 
Proof: Recall (2.2) that the space V,X = -YX is assembled out of certain spheres S’J and 
disks D;+‘. Let C, be a subcomplex of V,X that is obtained by choosing, for each sphere 
S; whose index map f is null homotopic, exactly one of the disks 0;’ ’ that are attached to 
ST. The quotient VOX/C, is then a bouquet of spheres of two kinds: those of the form 
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D;“/S;,s, where D;” is not in C,, and those of the form S; wherefis not null homotopic. 
Since the simplicial space KX is cellular, a straightforward induction shows that we can 
similarly choose C, c V,X= V&X, C2 c V,X= VV,X, etc. so that (ii) and (iii) are 
satisfied. 0 
If we apply the q-th homotopy group functor rtq to each space V,X in the simplicial 
space KX we obtain for q 2 1 a simplicial group 7~~ KX, which itself [ 14,s 173 has homotopy 
groups npzq KX for all p 2 0. These are abelian by [ 14, 17.33 unless p = 0 and q = 1. 
2.6 PROPOSITION. 
(i) a,x,V.X=Ofor all p2 1 and q2 1. 
(ii) The map 
no7Kq KX-W,X 
that is induced by the augmentation do. . V,X+X is an isomorphism of groups for all q 2 1. 
Proof: For fixed q the homotopy groups rr,n,KX can be computed [14,17.4-J as the 
homology groups of the (not necessarily abelian) chain complex (N,lr, KX, a) where 
N,n, V.X = x4 VpX n kerd, n . . . n kerd, 
and a is the restriction of d,. The proposition thus follows from Lemma 2.7 below. 0 
2.7 LEMMA. Let c$EK~V~X, ~20 and q2 1, be such that 
d,$=d,4= . . . =dp$=O+‘p_lX. 
Then there exists ~E~,V,,+,X such that 
d,y=4 and d,y= . . . =d,+,y=OEIt,VpX. 
Proof. Choose a representative 
f: sq+ v,x 
for 4. Let y E xq I$+ ,X be the class of the inclusion S) c YV,X = VP+ ,X. To see that 
d,y= 4, note that the zero face, 
de=&: 9’.v,X-+I’,,X, 
takes Sjl- into VpX byf: To see that djY=O forj2 1, observe first that the identification 
dj=~dj-,: -YV,X_r~Vvp_1X 
implies that djy is equal. to the class of the inclusion Sjj_ ,/ c Y VP_ ,X= VpX. Now by 
hypothesis on 4, the composition 
dj_1f:Sq4-,,_,X 
extends to a null homotopy 
h: Dq+1-4’,_,X. 
Hence the inclusion Dt+’ c Y VP- ,X is a null homotopy for the inclusion Sj,_ ,/ c 
V V,, _ l X = VpX, and djy = 0 as desired. cl 
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3. THE SPECTRAL SEQUENCE FOR A WEDGE 
In this section we prove 
3.1 THEOREM. There is a first quadrant spectral sequence, functorial in pointed connected 
C W complexes X and Y, converging to rr.JX v Y), and with Ei, 4 = n,& KX v V. Y), where 
V.X v V. Y denotes the simplicial space that is obtained by applying the wedgefunctor in each 
dimension p to the spaces VpX and VpY in the simplicial resolutions (2.4) of X and Y, and 
II~Z~( V.X v V. Y) is the p-th homotopy group of the simplicial group 7zq( V.X v V. Y). 
This result will become Theorem 1.1 after reinterpretation of the E* term as derived 
functors has been carried out in Sections 4 and 5. 
Theorem 3.1 in an application of some standard results about simplicial spaces which 
we now review. 
3.2 Realization of Simplicial Spaces. Let A, be the topological n-simplex. Given a 
simplicial space Y. E SC W,, the realization A Y. is the pointed connected topological space 
obtained [23] from 
V nroYn~An/* xA, 
by making certain identifications that are defined using the face and degeneracy maps of Y.. 
The space AY. will be a CW complex if Y. is cellular (2.1). 
3.3 Realization and Homotopy Equivalences. Let f: Y. + Y: be a map of simplicial spaces 
such that each 
f.: Y”-, Y” 
is a homotopy equicalence. if Y. and Y: are both cellular, then the induced map 
Af: AY.+A Y: 
of realizations is a homotopy equivalence. 
For a proof of 3.3 see [lS, A.43, [21] or [24, A.l]. 
Using 3.3 one can easily translate a homotopy spectral sequence that is defined on 
bisimplicial sets [2, B.43 to simplicial spaces and obtain the following (see the appendix of 
[S] for the argument): 
3.4 THEOREM. There is ajrst quadrant spectral sequence, functorial in cellular simplicial 
spaces Y., converging strongly to the homotopy groups of the realization n,A Y., and such that 
E= =nnY 
P.4 P4.’ 
In view of 2.6 an immediate corollary to 3.4 is 
3.5 PROPOSITION. Let X E %%?,, and let V.X be the cellular simplicial space of 2.4. Then 
the augmentation map induces a homotopy equivalence 
A V.X+X 0 
3.6 Proof of Theorem 311. Apply the spectral sequence of 3.4 to the simplicial space 
V.X v V. Y. By 3.5 there is a homotopy equivalence 
A(V.X v V.Y)=AV.X v AV.Y+X v Y 
which implies convergence to n,(X v Y) as claimed. 
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4. &ALGEBRAS 
In this section we define the category of KI-algebras (4.2). whose objects are models for 
the graded set of the homotopy groups of a space together with the actions on these groups 
by the primary homotopy operations. We also describe the sense in which a free Il-alyehra 
(4.6) is obtained from the homotopy groups of a bouquet of spheres. We begin with a formal 
approach to 
4.1 Homotopy Groups with Operations. Choose a space W in each homeomorphism 
class of finite bouquets of pointed spheres of positive dimension. Let IT be the small category 
whose objects are the spaces Wand whose morphisms are the pointed homotopy classes of 
maps between them. The point space * representing the empty wedge is included as an 
object of Il. 
Given a space X E%‘W~, we want to capture the information contained in the pointed 
sets n,X, their group structures, and the actions on them by the primary homotopy 
operations [25, XI]. This can be done by considering the contravariant functor from IT to 
pointed sets 
[-, XJ: lT+Sets, 
that is obtained by taking pointed homotopy classes of maps from the objects of TI into X. 
This functor has the property that, for every object W= V f= 1 PE II (k 2 0), the natural map 
[ v f= 1 P, X] + fj [P, X] E Sets, 
i= 1 
induced by the inclusions S”i 4 V f= ,S”’ is an isomorphism. It follows that the functor 
[ -, X] on Tl can be thought of as the collection of pointed sets rr,X, n 2 1, endowed with 
finitary operations corresponding to morphisms in IT. With this interpretation we will write 
n,X for the functor [ -, X] from IT to Sets,. 
4.2 H-Algebras. We define a II-algebra A to be a contravariant functor 
A: lI-,Sets, 
such that, for every object W= V f=, Pi E Il (k 20), the natural map 
A( V f= I Snz)+ fi A(P) E Sets, 
i=l 
induced by the inclusions Pci V f= ls”i is an isomorphism. 
A general n-algebra A may also be thought of as the collection of sets A(P) for ~2 1 
with operations. 
Clearly H-algebras from a category l-I-A/g, and we have a functor 
K,: HOC W,+l-I-Alg 
from the category of pointed connected CW complexes and pointed homotopy classes of 
maps to IT-algebras. 
4.3 Limits, As usual with categories of universal algebras, IT-Alg inherits inverse limits 
from the category of pointed sets, and has direct limits [ 16, IX.1 J. 
4.4 Remark. The formalism of definition 4.2 makes n-A/g a (graded) algebraic theory in 
the sense of Lawvere [13], [lS], [22]. 
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4.5 Free Jl-algebras. Let GrSets, be the category of collections K = {K,} of pointed sets 
K, indexed by positive integers n> 1. Given a graded pointed set K, define the free Tl- 
algebra SK generated by K to be 
where K; denotes the set K,-{ *>. We identify a generator U,,E K; with the element of 
(~KWSql=n,V”,, V.,K,S: 
that is represented by the inclusion S& c V nL1 V uEKnS:. 
A map out of a free II-algebra is determined by its value on generators. More precisely, 
we have 
4.6 PROPOSITION. For any l-l-algebra A, let @A = {A(P)] be the graded pointed set 
obtained from A by “‘forgetting operations.” Then for any graded pointed set K, the natural 
restriction 
Homn_,&~K, A)-+Homc,sels,(K, *A) 
is a bijection. In other words, 9 is a left adjoint to 4!. 
Proof: If K is a finite graded pointed set, then V ,,? I V uaK, S” is an object of II and the 
usual argument by universal example gives the result. For the general case it suffices to show 
that the II-algebra 9K is the direct limit of those subalgebras that are free on finite graded 
pointed subsets of K, but this follows by compactness of spheres. c 
4.7 Remark. Proposition 4.6 gives a triple on the category of graded pointed sets. The 
category ll-Alg may be thought of as the category of algebras over this’triple [16. lV.21. 
5. THE E* TERM FOR THE WEDGE SPECTRAL SEQUENCE 
In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 by proving 
5.1 THEOREM. Let X and Y be pointed connected C W complexes and let E;.q be the 
spectral sequence of 3.1 contierging to IL*(X v Y) and with 
%?= xp7rq( v.x v v. Y). 
Then the columns of the EZ term have the interpretation 
(i) E&.= * n XLlrc, Y is the coproduct of n,X and n, Y in the category of II- 
algebras, and 
(ii) E:, * =n* XLI,lr, Y is the value on the pair of II-algebras (x,X, n, Y) of the p-th 
derived functor (5.6) of the coproduct functor. 
The derived functors II,, will be defined in 5.6 below after a preliminary discussion of 
simplicial II-algebras, their homotopy groups, and free simplicial resolutions. With this 
machinery in place Theorem 5.1 will follow at once. 
5.2 Simplicial II-algebras. Let A. be a simplicial object in the category of IT-algebras. 
By definition 4.2, A. can be thought of as a contravariant functor 
A.: II+sSets, 
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from Il to pointed simplicial sets such that, for every object W= V f=, P E ll (k 2 0), the 
natural map 
is an isomorphism. 
5.3 PROPOSITION. Given a simplicial I-I-algebra A. and integer ~20, let 7~rA. denote the 
composition 
A. XP 
n,A.: ll -sSets, - Sets * 
where rrr is the p-th homotopy group finctor [14, 3.6 & 16.71. Then n,A. is a Il-algebra. 
Proof By 5.2 and definition 4.2 it is enough to observe that the functor nLp reserves 
finite products. 0 
5.4 Free Simplicial Resolutions. A free simplicial resolution of a II-algebra A is a 
simplicial II-algebra F. augmented by A with the following properties: 
(i) there exist graded pointed subsets K, = {K,, .} c F, for p 2 0 such that each F, is 
the free II-algebra generated by K,, 
(ii) SjUp E K,+ 1 whenever 0 <j I p and up E K,, 
(iii) n,,F. =0 for p2 1, and 
(iv) the augmentation of F. by A induces an isomorphism of II-algebras 
R,,F.A A. 
5.5 Existence of Free Simplicial Resolutions. The cotriple associated to the adjoint pair 
of 4.6 gives a functorial free simplicial resolution by standard methods [ 101. Others can be 
constructed by a process analogous to that of attaching cells to kill homotopy groups 
[20, II 4 Prop. 33. 
5.6 Derived Functors of the Coproduct Functor. Suppose A and B are II-algebras with 
free simplicial resolutions RA and F.B. Let F.ALI F.B denote the simplicial IT-algebra 
formed by taking the coproduct in every dimension p of the II-algebras F,A and F,B. The 
p-th derived functor LI,, of the coproduct functor is then defined on the pair (A, B) by 
5.7 PROPOSITION. For all p 2 0 the definition of 5.6 provides a well defined functor LI, from 
the category of pairs of II-algebras to the category of l-I-algebras. 
Proof: This is almost an immediate application of the standard Quillen-Andre theory of 
derived functors [ 19,s 11, [20, II 43, [ 11. The only difference from the usual situation is that 
the target category is not abelian, so that in defining II, in 5.6 we used homotopy groups of 
simplicial objects rather than homology groups of differential graded ones. This causes no 
difficulties in view of Lemma 5.8 below. 0 
5.8 LEMMA. Let f, g: A.+B. be maps of simplicial H-algebras that are homotopic in the 
sense of [ll], [12] (described also in [7,1.9-1.10) [20, II 1.6-1.73). Then for all ~20 
7crf=z,g: nrA.+rtrB.. 
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Proof Use definition 5.3 and the corresponding 
[14,§ 14-161. 
result for simplicial sets [7, 2.31, 
0 
5.9 PROPOSITION. The zeroth derived finctor ALI,B is naturally isomorphic to the 
coproduct of II-algebras A LIB. 
Proof: For any simplicial IT-algebra C., the zeroth homotopy group H-algebra n,C. 
may be identified with limC,,, the direct limit of the simplicial diagram of H-algebras C,. 
Hence we have - 
n,(F.AIIF.B) = li$FrAIIF,B) 
= (lim F A)Ll(lim F B) 
---_)r -_,p 
= ALIB. 0 
5.10 Proof of Theorem 5.1. By 4.6 the free II-algebra n,( VpX v VP Y) is the coproduct 
of the free II-algebras K* VpX and IC, VP Y for all p 2 0. Thus we have 
E;** = n,n*(KX v K Y) = 7rp(x* KX LI ?r* K Y). 
The theorem is now immediate from 5.6 and 5.9 since the simplicial II-algebra x, KX is a 
free simplicial resolution (5.4) of the II-algebra x,X by 2.5 and 2.6. 0 
6. A SPECTRAL SEQUENCE FOR HOMOTOPY DIRECT LIMITS 
Our goal in this section is to show how the proof in sections 2 through 5 of Theorem 1.1 
on the homotopy groups of a wedge can be generalized to yield Theorem 1.2, i.e. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let I be a small category. There is a first quadrant spectral sequence, 
functorial in I-diagrams X of pointed connected C W complexes Xi, i E I, that converges 
strongly to the homotopy groups II.,, holim X of the homotopy direct limit 13, XII] of X. The 
columns of the E2 term have the following interpretation: 
0) Ed * = lim(n,X) is the direct limit of the I-diagram rt*X of II-algebras Qi,.and 
(ii) Ei. * = 3, (n,x) is the value on the diagram of II-algebras X.+X of the p-th derived 
functor of the direct limit functor. 
To motivate our proof of 1.2, note that we are claiming that the E2 term consists of 
derived functors that are defined on the category of I-diagrams of II-algebras. Hence we will 
be considering free simplicial resolutions in this category, and in particular must decide 
what it means for an I-diagram of II-algebras E to be “free.” The answer we give (6.3) is that 
E should be a “free diagram (6.1) of free II-algebras.” With this notion of free object, the 
construction of the derived functors tip in 6.5-6.9 parallels the construction of the derived 
functors Ll, in section 5. 
Given a diagram X of spaces, we have an associated diagram x*X of II-algebras. The 
main step in proving 1.2 is to show that some free simplicial resolution of x*X can be 
realized by a simplicial object in the category of diagrams of spaces. By modifying the 
construction V. of section 2, we produce (6.10-6.11) a“simplicial resolution _V.X of X by free 
diagrams of wedges of spheres” that has the required properties. Applying the functor 
holim in each dimension to _V.X gives a simplicial space augmented by holimX. The 
homdtopy spectral sequence of this simplicial space is readily seen (6.14) to satisfye claims 
of 1.2. 
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6.1 Free Diagrams in Categories. Given a small category I, let I, be the “object 
category” formed by stripping I of all non-identity morphisms. Let ‘8 be a category with 
coproducts. 
For any I,-diagram {Xi}islr define an I-diagram 9 {Xi} as follows: 
(i) for each object i,,cI, put 
B{Xi)i,= IJ Xi,and 
iel,a:i+io 
(ii) for each morphism 8: i, --* i, of I, let 
9{Xi}p: ~{Xi)i, + 9{Xi}i, 
be the obvious map induced by sending an index i: i, to the composition i : i, t i, . 
In light of the following adjunction result, we call 9(Xi} the free I-diagram on {Xi>: 
6.2 PROPOSITION. Given an I-diagram r, let 0x= { x}tel be the I,-diagram obtained by 
‘forgetting morphisms.” Then the natural map 
Hom,l(SS{Xi}, Y) + Hom+({Xi), UY) 
that sends a map of diagrams 
f: ~{Xi} -, _r 
to the collection of maps of spaces 
{xi~,id:io-io +~{Xi}iS+ _Yio)i,,r 
is a bijection of sets. 3 
6.3 Free Diagrams of II-algebras. Suppose that for each i E I we are given a collection 
Ki = { Ki,n} of pointed sets Ki,” indexed by positive integers n L 1. We define the free I- 
diagram of II-algebras generated by the Ki to be the free diagram 9{F:Ki} where each 
9Ki is the free II-algebra on generators Ki as in 4.5. We identify a generator 
UEKi,,., c S(Ki,,)(Sno) with its image under the inclusion 
i.e. 
9Kio,id:io-eio G 9{9Ki)i,. 
Combining 4.6 and 6.2 we see that 
6.4 PROPOSITION. A map out Of ~ { 9Ki) is freely determined by its value on generators, 
there is a natural bijection 
Hom(23{9Ki), 4) 3 Hom({Ki), 9Y’OA). 
where A is any I-diagram of II-algebras and 4 is the forgetful functor of 4.6. 
6.5 Free Simplicial Resolutions (cf. 5.4). Afree simplicial resolution of an I-diagram of II- 
algebras ,j is a simplicial I-diagram of II-algebras F. augmented by 4 with the following 
properties: 
(i) there exist graded pointed subsets K, i = { KPsi..} c FPi for p 2 0 and i E I such that 
each &, is the free I-diagram of II-algebras generated by the collection {Kp,i)isl as in 6.3, 
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(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
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SjUp.iEKp+*,i whenever 0 I j I p and u~,~E K,,i, 
n,F. = 0 for p 2 1 where 0 is the I-diagram of trivial I-I-algebras, and 
the augmentation induces an isomorphism of I-diagrams of n-algebras 
6.6 Existence of Free Simplicial Resolutions. The cotriple associated to the adjoint pair 
of 6.4 gives a functorial free simplicial resolution as in 5.5. 
6.7 Derived Functors of Direct Limit. Suppose 4 is an I-diagram of I-I-algebras with 
free simplicial resolution E.. Let @E. denote the simplicial II-algebra formed by taking the 
direct limit in every dimension p of the I-diagram of I-I-algebras FP. The p-th derived functor 
5, of the direct limit functor is then defined on the diagram 4 by 
Correspqnding to 5.7 and 5.9 we have 
6.8 PROPOSITION. For all p 2 0 the definition of 6.7 provides a well defined functor IimP 
from the category of I-diagrams of II-algebras to the category of II-algebras. 0 
6.9 PROPOSITION. The zeroth derived functor k,,A is naturally isomorphic to the direct 
limit lim 4. cl + 
6.10 The Basic Cotriple for Diagrams of Spaces. Given an I-diagram of spaces 
$EWW:, let YX denote the free I-diagram on { *YXi}i,l where Y is the functor from 
spaces to spaces of 2.2. In other words, we are defining Y = .QVO where 9: UWP + VW: 
and 0: %W\ + %ZW: are the adjoint pair of 6.2. By the standard argument [10,4.2] the 
cotriple (V, E, /?) of 2.3 induces a cotriple 
(f, 5 /.Q = @Y-O, q 0 9&O, %fx*yo 0 9flO) 
where q: QU + id and x: id + 09 are the natural transformations defined by the adjointness 
of 2 and 0. 
6.11 Simplicial Resolution of Diagrams of Spaces. As in 2.4 the basic cotriple (f, 5 e) 
produces an I-diagram _V.X_ of cellular simplicial spaces together with an augmentation 
map d,: VJ + X. 
It is straightforward to verify the following two propositions about GX that correspond 
to 2.5 and 2.6: 
6.12 PROPOSITION. Let X EV-W, be an I-diagram of spaces. There exist I-diagrams &, 
p 2 0, of contractible subcomplexes C,i c _V,Xi, iE1, such that 
(i) For all p 2 0 the quotient _V,x/C, is the free diagram on a collection of bouquets of 
spheres of positive dimensions. 
(ii) SjCp,iECp+l,i for all degeneracy maps sj: y_,,X + _V’+ 1 X and all points c,,. in C, i. 
(iii) For all 0 < r I p the map Zj: &J/C, + _VP+ 1X/C, + 1 that is induced by sj is the free 
diagram on a collection of inclusions of bouquets. cl 
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6.13 PROPOSITION. For all i E I the simplicial space (_V.X)i satisfies 
(i) X,n,(_V.X)i = Ofor p 2 0, q 2 1. 
(ii) The map 
n,7rc,( _V.X)i+rc,Xi 
induced by the augmentation d,: 
6.14 Proof of Theorem 1.2. 
simplicial resolution of 6.11. Let 
_V,& + & is an isomorphism of groups for all q 2 1. E 
Suppose X is an I-diagram of spaces and _V.X is the 
holim l/.X denote the simplicial space that is obtained by 
applying the homotopy direct limactor [3, XII] in each dimension p to the I-diagram of 
spaces -V,X. The homotopy spectral sequence (3.4) of the simplicial space holim _V.X 
converges strongly to R*A holim I/.&. The columns of the EZ term are 
- 
- 
G.* = 
We show 
IL&Jr, * _v..x. 
(i) There is a natural homotopy equivalence 
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(ii) The columns of the E2 term can be identified us the derived functors 
E;,,=lim,n,$ 
Proof(i). By 6.13 and 3.4, the map of spaces 
that is induced by the augmentation of _V.X is a homotopy equivalence for all iE I. It follows 
from 6.15 below that we obtain a homotopy equivalence 
as desired. 
A holim _V.X = holim A_V.X + holim X 
- - - 
Proof (ii). By 6.16 below, the natural map of spaces [3, XII 2.51 
is a homotopy equivalence for all p 2 0. Using 6.12 and 4.6, moreover, it is not hard to see 
that the free I-I-algebra 7~~5 -V,X is the direct limit of the free diagram of free I-I-algebras 
K, -v,X. Thus 
% = ~l,,lc* holim _V.X = ~,n,lim _V.X = n,l$n,_V.X. - + 
The result is now immediate from 6.7 since the simplicial diagram of II-algebras K, _V.X is a 
free simplicial resolution (6.5) of the diagram of II-albegras KJ by 6.12 and 6.13. 0 
6.15 PROPOSITION [3, XII 4.21. Iff: X + _Y is a map of I-diagrams of pointed connected 
C W complexes such that each fi: Xi + xi is u homotopy equivalence, then the induced map 
holimf: holim X -+ holim x -- 
is u homotopy equivalence. 
Proof Use simplicial replacement [3, XII 5.21 and 3.3. 0 
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6.16 LEMMA. Let 9 {Xi ) be the free I-diagram (6.1) on spaces Xi E %w*, i E I. Then there 
are identtfications 
II II 
4 I\ixXi 4 ___ __, is1 I\i X * > ixi 
where p is the natural map of[3, XII 2.53, I\ i is the contractible pointed space of [3, XI 2.71, 
and q is induced by collapsing each I\i to its basepoint. In particular, p is a homotopy 
equivalence. 
Proof: Straightforward from the definition of 3 [3, XII 2.11. 0 
7. A SPECTRAL SEQUENCE FOR SMASH PRODUCTS 
In this section we imitate the construction of the homotopy spectral sequence of a wedge 
to obtain 
THEOREM 1.9 There is a first quadrant spectral sequence, finctorial in pointed connected 
C W complexes X and Y, converging strongly to the homotopy groups R*(X A Y) of the smash 
product of X and Y, and such that the columns of the E2 term have thefollowing interpretation: 
(i) E2 O. * = n,X @ II* Y is the tensor product (7.3) of the II-algebras n,X and IL* Y, and in 
general 
(ii) Ej,, = n,X @rn* Y is the value on the pair of II-algebras (n,X, II., Y) of the p-th 
derived functor of the tensor product functor. 
The “tensor product” functor for II-algebras that is referred to in Theorem 1.9 has 
properties analogous to the tensor product of modules over a commutative graded ring, as 
we show in the Appendix below. For the proof of theorem 1.9 in this section, however, we 
only need to give a definition of the tensor product (7.3). We begin with the special case of 
7.1 Tensor Products of Free kzlgebras. Let F{K,} and S{L,} be the free II-algebras 
generated by graded pointed sets {K,} and (L,}. With respect o these generators we define 
the tensor product 4”(K,} @ S{L,} to be the free II-algebra on the graded set 
(4 = v,+,=. (K&J A L,)>. 
Equivalently, if 
W=VnTIVue& and X=VntlL.,$ 
are the bouquets of spheres with F(K,} = I(, Wand R{L,} = n,X; then 
S{K,} @S{L,} = 7t*(W A X). 
7.2 Functoriality. Suppose we are given another pair of free II-algebras 
with 
9{K;} = I[*W’ and 9{Lk} = x,X’ 
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Let f: 9 (K,} + 9(X:) and g: F{L,} + s{t:} be maps of II-algebras that do not 
necessarily take generators to generators. There exist nevertheless unique homotopy classes 
of maps 
Bfz W+W’ and Wg:X-rX’ 
such thatf= n,%$ rr* W+ x* W’ and g = n,Wg: rr*X + x,X’. Hence the smash product 
of maps of spaces 
~fA~g:wAx-+w’Ax’ 
induces a II-algebra map 
fos:~{K,)~~{~,}~~{~:,}~~{~:,}. 
Naturality of this construction implies that the definition of @ in 7.1 gives a functor on 
the category of pairs of free II-algebras that is independent of choice of generators. 
7.3 Tensor Products of General U-algebras. If A and B are II-algebras we define 
A 0 B = n,(F.A @ F.B) 
where F. A and F. B are free simplicial resolutions (5.4) of A and B, and where F. A 0 F. B 
denotes the simplicial II-algebra that is F,A @ FpE in dimension p. This gives a well defined 
functor 0 on pairs of II-algebras by the same machinery as was used in 5.7. 
Note that, if A and B are free, this definition agrees with the tensor product A 0 B 
defined in 7.1 above because in this case the constant simplicial II-algebras (A). and (B). are 
free simplicial resolutions of A and B. 
7.4 Derived Functors of Tensor Product. We similarly define the derived functors 0, of 
tensor product for p 2 0 by the formula 
A BpB = rr,(F.A @ F.B). 
Again this yields well-defined functors from the category of pairs of II-algebras to the 
category of II-algebras as in 5.7. 
7.5 Proof of Theorem 1.9. Let X and Y be pointed connected CW complexes. By 
analogy with 3.1 consider the homotopy spectral sequence of the simplicial space 
V.X A K Y that is formed by taking the smash product in each dimension of the simplicial 
resolutions 2.4 of X and Y. As in 3.6 we have a homotopy equivalence 
A(V.X A l’.Y) = Al’.X A Al’.Y + X A Y 
so that the spectral sequence converges trongly to the homotopy groups of X A Y. 
The E2 term, moreover, has columns of the form 
E;,, = ?$J*( v.x A v. Y) = n,,(?r*v.x @ IL* b’. Y) 
which may be identified with a,X @,,rt* Y by 7.4. 0 
APPENDIX ON TENSOR PRODUCTS OF I-I-ALGEBRAS 
We show here that the functor @ on pairs of II-algebras is left adjoint to a functor Horn 
(A.5), and has other properties one might expect of a tensor product (A.7). As a preliminary 
we must consider 
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A.1 Smash Multiplication in KI. We define a functor 
as the composition of two functors Sm: ll x Jl + fi and E: I? + IJ. To define the first, let I? 
be the category whose objects are the same as the objects of IT x Il but whose morphisms 
(WI, W,) + (W;, W2) are homotopy classes of maps W, A W, + W; A W2 between the 
smash products. The functor Sm: II x II + I? is then the obvious one sending a morphism 
(fi ,f2) tofi A f2. To define the second functor E, first choose for each object (WI, W,) of fi 
a homotopy equivalence 
e w,,w*: K A KG w 
with the unique (4.1) corresponding object W of II. The functor E is then required to send a 
morphismf: W, A W; + WI A W2 of i? to the unique morphism Ef: W + W’ of II such 
that the diagram 
A.2 Remark. If the homotopy equivalences e,,,,, are chosen carefully, then the 
functor p will be associative, i.e. 
PO(l x P) = PO(P x 1). 
On the other hand, if T: II x II + II x II is the functor that exchanges components, then PT 
and p agree on objects and are naturally equivalent, but the natural equivalence will involve 
changes of orientation and permutations of wedge summands. 
A.3 The Functor Horn. For every object WE II the multiplication p defines a functor 
p( -, W): II+ Il. If A: l-l--) Sets, is a II-algebra, we write AW for the composition 
P(-. W) A 
AW:Il-II-Sets,. 
It is readily verified that A W is a II-algebra. If A = K, X for a space X, then there is a natural 
isomorphism A W z n,map,( W, X). 
If we allow W to vary, then we obtain a contravariant functor 
A*: l-I + I-I-Alg. 
If B is another II-algebra, then taking II-algebra maps out of B into the diagram A* 
gives a contravariant functor 
Horn@, A) = Horn@, A*): II -+ Sets,. 
A.4 PROPOSITION. Hom(B, A) is a l-I-algebra. 
ProoJ It is sufficient o note that, if W = V f= 1 P, then the natural map 
is an isomorphism of II-algebras. 
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A.5 PROPOSITION. There is a natural bijection of sets 
Hom(A @ B, C) 5 Hom(A, Horn (B, C)). 
Proof The proposition is immediate if A and B are free. For the general case let F.A and 
F.B be free simplicial resolutions of A and B. Let F.A 5 F.B denote the bisimplicial II- 
algebra that is F,A 0 F,J3 in dimension p, q. The diagonal simplicial II-algebra 
A(F. A 0 F.B) is what we have called F.A @ F.B. By a general fact about bisimplicial sets, 
there is an isomorphism of the II-algebra n,A(F.A 6 F.B) with the II-algebra 
Q~,(F.A 6 F.B) that is obtained by applying A~ first in the q direction and then in the p 
direction. Moreover, it is easy to see that if D. is any simplicial n-algebra, then n,D. can be 
identified with the direct limit lim(D,) of the simplicial diagram. Hence we have - 
Hom(A 0 B, C) = Hom(n,nO(F.A 6 FJ), C) 
= Horn (14, lim, (F,A @I F,B), C) 
= l@,E,Hom(F,A @ F,B, C) 
z Horn (l& F,A, Horn (l&, F,B, C*)) 
= Hom(A, Horn@, C)) q 
A.6 COROLLARY. There is a natural isomorphism of II-algebras 
Hom(A @ B, C) z Hom(A, Horn@, C)). -- 
Proof: If Wand IV are objects of l7 then by remark A.2 we may identify the n-algebras 
Cfl(w’*W) = C(p( -, /f( w’, W))) = C(&( -, W’), IV)) = (C”)“‘. 
This gives an identification of the I-I-algebras 
s(B, C)” = Horn@, C“(**“‘)) = Horn@, (CW)*) = e(B, CW). 
From this we obtain a natural bijection of sets 
Hom(A, Horn@, C)“) = Hom(A, Hom(B, C”‘)) 2 Hom(A ($3 B, Cw) 
which implies the result. 0 
A.7 PROPOSITION. There are natural isomorphisms 
(i) A@BrB@A 
(ii) (ALIA’)@BB(A@B)LI(A’@B) 
(iii) (A@B)@CC A@(B@C). 
Proof: (i) is immediate from the definition. (ii) follows because left adjoints preserve 
direct limits. (iii) is a consequence of the natural bijections of sets 
Hom((A @ B) @ C, D) 2 Hom(A, Horn@, Hom(C, D))) -- 
z Hom(A, Horn@ @ C, D)) 
z Hom(A 63 (B @ C), D) il 
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